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By Theodor W. Adorno

Polity Press, United Kingdom, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. 1. Auflage. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This volume comprises Adorno s first lectures specifically dedicated to the subject of the
dialectic, a concept which has been key to philosophical debate since classical times. While
discussing connections with Plato and Kant, Adorno concentrates on the most systematic
development of the dialectic in Hegel s philosophy, and its relationship to Marx, as well as
elaborating his own conception of dialectical thinking as a critical response to this tradition.
Delivered in the summer semester of 1958, these lectures allow Adorno to explore and probe the
significant difficulties and challenges this way of thinking posed within the cultural and intellectual
context of the post-war period. In this connection he develops the thesis of a complementary
relationship between positivist or functionalist approaches, particularly in the social sciences, as
well as calling for the renewal of ontological and metaphysical modes of thought which attempt to
transcend the abstractness of modern social experience by appeal to regressive philosophical
categories. While providing an account of many central themes of Hegelian thought, he also alludes
to a whole range of other philosophical, literary and artistic figures of central importance...
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This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- B r ya na  K locko III--  B r ya na  K locko III

A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna go through again once more in the
future. Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is merely right a er i finished reading through this book in which basically modified me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel
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